ExecutiveHR...
there when you need us.
The Paradigm Partners approach is designed to service a range of requirements from the senior executive
looking for occasional legal advice, to the Company that needs our full HR management service.
It is not limited to legal support, we can be your complete HR Manager and full details of our services
are outlined on the extract from our web site on the next page.
The most crucial aspect of these services for SME companies is the availability of advice over the
phone. This is important, but our experience is that most people over estimate how much they will
need, and end up paying more than is necessary.

The basics
The main features of our cost effective and flexible service are:a ‘pay as you go’ service with no fixed fees
no requirement to change all your existing policies and procedures
support is provided by specific consultants who will get to know your business
it’s a personal, normal office hours service(evening calls can be arranged if required)
the telephone service can be used by 2 nominated people
telephone support is provided at a fixed hourly rate, and an estimate will always be
provided for other services, which may include:‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Drafting of letters, contracts, staff handbooks etc.
HR ‘Healthcheck’ – an independent review of your policies and procedures
Training for executives and managers
On line psychometric profiling to improve the reliability of recruitment
General advice on HR issues such as pay, bonuses, benefits and recruitment
Conflict resolution, assistance with terminations, and mediation
Managing redundancy and other change processes

Optional insurance cover to reduce exposure to employment tribunal costs

How does it work in practice?
It’s all very simple. You pay an initial fee on account, and we record the time used to provide you
with the support you need. In order to do this effectively, we will usually need copies of your essential
employment documentation, but a lot will depend on the level of service you require.
You can call us for advice, have a complete HR ‘Healthcheck’, or use us to support you through
specific issues. We will invoice you regularly to keep your account in credit, and provide you with
details of the time we have spent on your requirements. If we give you an estimate for specific work,
we will let you know in advance if we cannot complete the assignment within the initial quote.

Do you need insurance?
Many of our clients don’t! They prefer to get things right in the first place, and avoid employment litigation.
We recognise that in some environments, it is almost inevitable that aggrieved employees will go to
Tribunals, and that some employers want to limit their exposure to this risk. Insurance cover is
therefore available, through a reputable and well known insurance provider. This has the advantage,
over many policies, of covering you whether or not you follow our advice, and without any ‘no
reasonable prospects of success’ exclusions.
In other words, you’re covered even if the insurer thinks you have no chance, and you are free to make
the commercial decisions that you wish to make without fear of losing cover – even if you ignore what
we recommend!.

Call us today on 0161 928 3213
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Recruitment

Psychometric profiling

20% of new employees leave their jobs within the first 6
months causing disruption, lost productivity and wasted
recruitment expenditure.

These profiles increase the likelihood that you will select
the person who will make the most contribution to the
future success of your business.

To ensure you get the right person first time, Paradigm
Partners can:-

Services include:-

» handle recruitment assignments
» draft adverts, job descriptions etc.
» deal with agencies on your behalf
» improve your interviewing and other selection processes
» produce correspondence
» reduce your recruitment expenditure

Conflict resolution
and terminations
As well as providing telephone advice to both large and
SME organisations, other services include:» mediation to resolve internal conflict with employees
» independent investigation for disciplinary
and grievance issues
» termination negotiations
» redundancy consultations.

Training
Programmes for line managers and HR professionals help
you reduce the risk of costly employment tribunals and
improve business performance. They include:» handling discipline at work
» improving attendance
» effective appraisals
» skills for improving individual performance
» recruitment
» equal opportunities and diversity
» consultation and trade union negotiations
» employment law for line managers
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» Pre interview assessments
» On line testing
» Interview panel briefings
» Feedback to candidates
» Written candidate reports showing strengths, points for
development, issues that need exploring at interview etc.

What to pay?
To help you ensure that you are paying competitively:» salary surveys
» research into market rates
» designing bonus and commission packages
» advice about benefit packages such as health care,
pensions, cars etc.

Keeping it all legal
For your peace of mind we can:» ‘healthcheck’ all your existing documentation
» draft staff handbooks, contracts, letters of
engagement etc.
» set up effective administration systems
» provide telephone support services with access to
immediate advice on employment matters including
discipline, grievances, terminations etc.

